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Dear Students,
Yes, the year has been hectic. Among others, the Orientation
programmers for the newcomers, the student development
programme, the celebration of national festivals, the study-circle
meet, the parents’-teachrs’ meet (PTA), the annual Programme,
the Anrut-Mahotsav and now the university examinations- all

I am happy to learn that Department of English bringing
out 5th issues of newsletter ‘THE GRAFFITI’. A good head

and heart are always a formidable combination. But when
you add to that a literate tongue or Pen, then you have
something very special. I am sure Department of English is

have had wholehearted cooperation and participation from your

providing right platform for a well-rounded development of

side. In fact, the College task force needs to be commended for

students.

this virtue.

Department of English for us efforts in shaping the young

The Department of English has indeed taken our President’s Dr.

minds and developing them to blossom as responsible

Virambhai R. Godhaniya’s suggestion of improving the students’

citizen.

proficiency in English very seriously and therefore English

I

convey

my

sincere

felicitation

to

the

Dr. Virambhai Rajabhai Godhaniya
-President

Proficiency classes have been made a part of the college time
table since the last many years. Secondly, his year, the students
have had exposure to some of the contemporary men of letters
from in and around Gujarat. Dr.Sanjay Mukherajee, Dr. Kamal
Mehta- all spared time from their busy schedule to visit our
college and interact with our special English students. However,
what stood out was the Exhibition prepared on literary great by
our students. And finally, the TY students took lessons on Spoken
English from our youth bridge- Kiran Gosai, Monika Gadhvana,
Jalpa Mehta, Sonal Pandav and Satish Keshvala.
Let us continue with the task of reaching out in multifaceted ways
using innovative and new methodologies to ensure the ‘total’
participation of the learner in her academic enterproce.
Let this institution prepare ‘women of substance’ Jay Hind.

It’s heartening to note that Department of English
published its 5th issue of the newsletter ‘THE GRAFFITI’.
This newsletter is mirror reflecting the creativity of young
minds of the department and in addition of routing
classroom learning, creative pursuits help in encouraging
the students to excel in life. I appreciate the endeavor of
department I convey my best wishes.
Arjunbhai Modhvadiya

-Principal

Dr.Anupam Nagar

-Managing Trustee

“Hope is a waking dream.”

Experts’ Corner

Dr. V. R. Godhaniya
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Khijadi Plot M.G
Road
Porbandar-360 575

Online Lecture of Mitul Trivedi from S.P. UNI

Online Lecture of Pawan Dwivedi from Parul Uni

Online Lecture of Bewerly Swan from
Scotland

Online Lecture of Rumi Naqvi from Delhi Uni
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Adviser
Dr. Anupam R. Nagar
(Principal)

Expert Lecture of Sanjay Mukherjee from Sau
Uni

Expert Lecture of Kamal Mehta from Sau Uni

Editorial Board
Sonal Pandav
Jalpa Mehta
Kiran Gosai
Monika Gadhvana
Satish Keshvala
Expert Lecture of Indira Nayantara

“It’s kind of fun to do the impossible.”

Activity Corner

Visit to bird sanctuary

Chart exhibition

Christmas Celebration

Skitt on Cleanliness

National Participation

Parents’ convocation

Amrut Mahotsav deep Pragtya

Navratri Celebration ebration

Study Circle

Debate Competition

Poetry Recitation Competition

Guru Purnima Celebration

“If you have knowledge, let others light their candles in it.”

Achievement Corner

Not chest or box is now discussed. Money can be held in
it, but just as we test its metal, within it there is rust.
Ans-Trust

“There is a house. One enters it blind and comes out
seeing. What is it?”

Teachers’ Day Winner

Ans-School
“What is the creature that walks on four legs in the
morning, two legs at noon, and three in the evening?”
Ans- Man
Voiceless it cries, Wingless flutters, Toothless bites,
Mouthless mutters.

Student got job in police

A-The Wind

The World Is Too Much With Us; Late And Soon
-By William Wordsworth
The world is too much with us; late and soon,
Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers:
Little we see in Nature that is ours;
We have given our hearts away, a sordid boon!
This Sea that bares her bosom to the moon;

National seminar Celebration

The winds that will be howling at all hours,
And are up-gathered now like sleeping flowers;
For this, for everything, we are out of tune,
It moves us not.--Great God! I'd rather be
A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn;
So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,
Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn;
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea;
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn.

Skit winners
“Everything you can imagine is real.”

